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New York City is home to more skyscrapers than any other city in the world. Iconic in stature, they
tell the story of the city's commercial and architectural history. The buildings pictured here stretch
from the sidewalks to the sky, from the East River to the Hudson, from Battery Park to the far
reaches of Central Park. Along with structures that are familiar to readers such as the Empire State
Building, the Chrysler and Woolworth buildings, there are other less recognizable but nonetheless
important structures that have become a part of New Yorkers'daily lives. Each chapter focuses on an
area of Manhattan, and opens with numbered maps showing the exact locations of the featured
buildings. In a series of two to four page spreads, fullpage photographs of the skyscrapers are
accompanied by additional illustrations, historical insights, architectural details, and interesting
facts about their construction and evolution. An essay on the collective history of the city's
skyscrapers rounds out this compilation of nearly 85 examples of New York City's most magnificent
feature-its far-reaching, ever changing skyline.
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Oveley
When my wife and I lived near Chicago, we took several architectural walking tours. Since then, we
have repeated the experience in at least two more cities, San Francisco and Houston. But never until now, vicariously - had we taken such a tour of New York.
Dirk Stichweh's New York Skyscrapers may resemble a coffee table book - it's oversized and
handsomely produced - but it's a work of substance. I have visited New York countless times but
somehow never looked, and I mean looked, at its buildings. And many are jewels, as the
photographs by Jörg Machirus and Scott Murphy prove.
In its introduction New York Skyscrapers retells the history of these urban upthrusts. Rooted in
Chicago, almost all manmade (female architects were as rare as female construction workers), they
each have dynamic stories to tell. They also have a psychology behind them. The race to construct
the tallest building in the city, the country, or the world, speaks to America's can-do spirit and lofty
aspirations as well as its long love affair with power and its display.
Stichweh organizes the book - generally with two pages devoted to each building - by
neighborhood, moving from the Financial District (haunted by the destruction of the World Trade
Center) to the Theater District. The descriptions are cogent yet lengthy enough to give the reader
the flavor of each building. In addition, the author provides information about the architects, the
designs, the contexts, and the receptions of most buildings.
In reading, I found the boxy buildings of the late 1960s were (for me) no more palatable here than
in a dozen other cities I have visited. In contrast, even more entrancing than I imagined were those
buildings influenced by the Beaux Arts movement and Art Deco. (A useful Glossary and Index of
Proper Names ends the book.)
Stichweh's excellent biblio-walking tour whet my appetite for the real thing. How I now long to see,
in person, the American Radiator Building. Resembling something out of a mythical Gotham, it is at
once disturbing in its severity, imposing in its black-brick cladding, fanciful in its use of color and
materials, and, yes, finally, beautiful. Jörg Machirus's photograph of it at night makes it even more
so. Visiting New York? I recommend the Statue of Liberty, the Top of the Rock, TKTS, and the
American Radiator.
My list of spectacular buildings could go on and on. Meanwhile, the contribution that photographs
make to New York Skyscrapers is enormous. These are not mere snapshots of skyscrapers: they are
themselves, many of them, works of beauty if not art. Scott Murphy's portraits of the Empire State
and the Chrysler Buildings at evening capture their majesty and their classic grace. Even more
arresting is his aerial photograph of the crown of the General Electric Building. As in several of his
other aerials, the building - and the moment - seem alive, as if we were floating by this magnificent
edifice.
Anyone who loves New York, loves architecture, loves history, and loves American culture should
visit and study the buildings pictured herein. For the rest of us, without the capital or time to
travel, this book is an indispensable treasure.
Venemarr
The written descriptions of the buildings were fascinating and I wanted to see more, unfortunately the
photographs in the book don't reflect what is described in the text. For example, the book describes how
the Citigroup Building's unique foundation perfectly accommodates St. Peter's Church by being built OVER
the church, but the photos don't show this fascinating juxtaposition, in fact they don't show the church at
all. (Go to Google Images and see the 2 building for yourself) I like the book, but I would not buy it as a
photography book, and considering the price, I don't know if the text is worth the money.

Sorryyy
What a great book! Beautiful photographs and interesting history of the New York skyline make this
a wonderful book to give as a gift or to start dinner party conversation. My friends loved it. When I
saw it also included information about the architects of the buildings, I ordered an extra copy for
my daughter-in-law who is currently an architect student.
Amazing deal at less than $30!
heart of sky
The book is a marvelous read and a feast for the eyes.
Have you ever visited New York City? Ever been in awe-struck by the majesty of the skyline and the
magnitude of the sky-reaching buildings? Well, once you got a hold of this book, you want to go all
over again. And if you haven't been, you will be itching to book your trip!
This book is brilliant in the way of giving you a new angle of access to NYC, its breathtaking vistas
and architectural marvels.
It is suited as a coffee table book for the occasional splurge of enjoying the high class photography
as well as a great read on the topic of its title. Granted, there have been many books on skyscrapers
in general and NYC in particular. However, the pictures in this book give the reader some unique
and surprising perspectives that I for one had not seen before. What's more, the exquisite text
accompanying each building depicted in the book creates a truly fascinating read. It makes you
want to find out more about the architecture and architectural achievements instilled in these
landmarks of NYC.
While the book provides a wealth of knowledge about the history of skyscrapers as an engineering
feat and art form, it is written in a fluid, accessible style; it does not require the reader to possess
an arts or architecture degree to follow the author on his journey into this metropolis of
metropolises. Building elements that sometimes might be a bit obscure and less accessible just
reading about them are brilliantly illustrated with the aid of detail photos. Where other books leave
you wanting for additional information, the author seems to know what the reader is longing for
and provides it in a refreshing manner and style.
But all that aside, where this book truly charts new territory is in the way it is laid out. It is not just
a mix of all the tall buildings in NYC, or a distinct selection of the most popular, tallest, most
famous or notorious skyscrapers this city has to offer. Instead it leads the reader through
Manhattan district by district providing interesting background information and history bits all
centered around the skyward pointing attractions. As such any visitor to NYC can use the book as a
guide to the city, or use it as a planner for invigorating discovery tours through Manhattan. My
advice: If in a pinch, save the money you would spend on a guided tour and purchase this book
instead. While memories of your visit to NYC may fade over time, you can savor the city distilled on
the pages and in the pictures of this book for ever.
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